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• CO2 concentrations are increasing at 

a rate that exceeds “business as usual”

• Temperature change will pass 2 C by 

mid-century and 4 C by end of 

century unless emissions rates are 

drastically slowed

Earthlings, we have a problem …



COP-21 Paris, December 2015

It is not possible to meet the 2 C goal without either

1. Immediate, drastic reductions in emissions (and removal of CO2 from the atmosphere)

2. Use of solar climate engineering to “cool” the climate

and perhaps both …..
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Climate engineering

 Deliberate modification of climate system to prevent 

global warming

 Two approaches

◦ Carbon dioxide removal (CDR)

◦ Solar radiation management (SRM)

 (I will refer to this as Solar Climate Engineering)



Solar Climate Engineering (SCE)

CDR



Framing the climate engineering problem

Our Research Program

Science

• Global models: is there a useful way 

to think about using SCE?

• Marine Cloud Brightening: how 

would you cool a planet?

Ethics

• Is SCE research ethically defensible? 

How does it differ ethically from 

deployment?

Governance

• How do you govern (regulate?) 

SCE? What are the national and 

international considerations?



Is there a sensible strategy to use solar climate 

engineering (SCE)?

 If you start SCE without any program to do CDR, you 

are committing to use SCE forever:

◦ Consequences of stopping SCE are worse than if you had not 

started => rapid warming

◦ Ethically wrong to commit succeeding generations to 

something they cannot stop

 Suppose you have a plan to do CDR – is there any 

climatic/societal benefit to doing SCE?



What will the future look like? 

One possible view

 Assume that CDR will be available in the future

◦ CO2 concentrations increase for now (next 50 to 75 years)

◦ Then emissions go to zero and then we start removing CO2

 Will use SCE to reduce the radiative forcing of CO2 

◦ Reduce amount of solar radiation to compensate for CO2 

global warming until CO2 concentrations can be reduced

 What would climate look like under these assumptions?



Questions to consider

 Climate policy

◦ Is there a strategy in which the use of SCE makes sense, i. e., 

reduces the climate impact of greenhouse gases increases?

◦ Does assuming modest forcings due to SCE affect our 

understanding of its use?

 Climate science

◦ How does the climate model respond to transient forcings

that combine both GHG increases and solar dimming?

◦ Does this tell us something about feedbacks within the model?



SCENARIO CONSTRUCTION



Model

 CESM v1.2.0

 Fully coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM

 2° horizontal resolution

 Runs all initiated from same 20th century historical run

 200 year runs: 2000 - 2200

Will only show global-average and zonally-averaged results

(Regional results from a single model run are statistically uncertain)



General principles

 Balance carbon dioxide forcing with solar dimming 

(reduce solar constant in model to simulate SCE)

 Choose combination of two forcing to maintain a 

roughly constant global forcing (and roughly constant 

global average temperature)

 Use piecewise linear forcings for simplicity



Forcing Scenarios

Run name CO2 forcing Solar forcing Rationale

Com2000 Constant at 2000 concentration None Control case

Com2075
Increase at 1%/year until 2075, 

then constant
None

Global warming with no 

climate engineering

CDR

Same as Com2075 until 2100, 

decrease at 1%/year until 2175, 

then constant

None

Study reversibility of 

climate system; 

isolate effects of SCE in 

other runs

CDR+SCE(S) Same as CDR run

Ramp up from 2025 to 

2075, ramp down to zero 

from 2100 to 2175

Maintain global mean 

temperature at ~2000 

levels

CDR+SCE(W) Same as CDR run
Same as CDR+SCE(S) but 

~60% weaker
Intermediate SCE case



Forcing scenarios

Max. CO2 concentration 

= 778 ppm

Max. solar reduction = 

0.99% (Weak case)

Max. solar reduction = 

2.53% (Strong case)



RESULTS FOR  T AND P



Global mean temperature 

Tsfc as anomaly relative to 1970-99 mean Tsfc – Tsfc(Com2000) 



Zonal mean temperature differences



Zonal-mean temperature 

CO2 increase only CO2 increase + strong SCE

20-year average centered on Year 2100

Different 

Scale



Global mean temperature 

Tsfc as anomaly relative to 1970-99 mean Tsfc – Tsfc(Com2000) 

 CDR only results in 3.5°C warming 

(this model)

 Strong SCE case follows committed 

warming => keeps warming below 

2°C

 Polar amplification as expected –

scales with global ΔTsfc
 Upper troposphere cooling for SCE

Great news! Right?



Global mean precipitation

 Precipitation increases with 

increased CO2

 SCE overcompensates –

slows hydrologic cycle even 

though Tsfc same



Zonal mean precipitation differences

Precipitation 

overcompensation 

mainly in the tropics. 



A SHORT DISCURSION
SCE AS AN INITIAL CONDITION 
PROBLEM



Climate Sensitivity

 We know the climate sensitivity of the model (prior runs)

◦ Gives us the expected ΔTsfc for a given forcing

 Don’t know climate sensitivity for earth but that’s OK!

◦ Balance “known” increase in forcing from CO2 by decrease in forcing 

for solar dimming using assumed climate sensitivity 

◦ Doesn’t matter if it is the correct climate sensitivity, only matters that 

it is the same for two forcings

Last statement assumes linearity in climate response (including feedbacks). 

This may not be true – response to cooling (dimming) may be different 

than response to warming (CO2 increase).



Initial condition problem

 Decide to start SCE

 Pick a value to balance increasing CO2 forcing

 How long do we have to wait to decide that we have 

picked the right amount of SCE?

 What do we have to measure?

◦ Global-average Tsfc

◦ Gobal-average precipitation

◦ TOA radiation budget



Tsfc time series – real world

Actual 20-year 

anomaly time series

• Referenced to 

average of first 

5 years



Tsfc time series – model world (2025 start)

GCM 20-year 

anomaly time series

• Referenced to 

average of first 

5 years



Tsfc time series – real and model world

Actual and GCM 

20-year anomaly 

time series

• Referenced to 

average of first 

5 years



Measuring TOA albedo

 Not going to say a lot about this

 Paper by Seidel et al. (2012) – suggests that an instantaneous 

increase in albedo could be detected in about 2 years given a 

prior record of at least 5 years in length

 Probably optimistic

◦ Forcing will not be applied instantaneously

◦ Forcing will not be uniform globally – complicates measurement

 I think this is the direction we want to go, but needs more 

work to determine limits



RESULTS FOR SURFACE 
ENERGY BUDGET AND 
CLOUDS



Net surface SW flux

Global mean time series Zonal mean differences at peak forcing



Net surface LW flux (up – down)

Global mean time series Zonal mean differences at peak forcing

Related to lapse rate (warmer atmosphere) 

and increased emissivity



Surface latent heat flux

Global mean time series Zonal mean differences at peak forcing



Low Clouds

Global mean time series Zonal mean differences at peak forcing



EIS = Estimated inversion strength (Wood and Bretherton, 2006;  Qu et al., 2014)



Lessons and 

Questions

Possible role for SCE
Reduce climate impacts while 

waiting for CDR

Starting SCE will be challenging
What level do we apply?

How long do we have to wait to determine 

the effect on climate?

Picking the “right” climate is complicated
Current global T or P?

Regional “winners” and “losers”?

GCM has ~linear global response to forcings
Not true for zonally averaged results 

What are regional responses? 

How certain can we be about these responses?

Low cloud amount reduced in all simulations

Why does this occur for SCE runs?



Framing the climate engineering problem

Our Research Program

Science

• Global models: is there a useful way 

to think about using SCE?

• Marine Cloud Brightening: how 

would you cool a planet?

Ethics

• Is SCE research ethically defensible? 

How does it differ ethically from 

deployment?

Governance

• How do you govern (regulate?) 

SCE? What are the national and 

international considerations?



What is Marine Cloud Brightening?

From The Economist, 2010



Ship tracks in 

low clouds over 

the Pacific Ocean

Example of 

current MCB 

(inadvertent)



Cloud Brightening (the simple story)
 Twomey effect: for a given condensate amount, more particles lead to more numerous, 

but smaller cloud droplets (observed in ship-tracks)

 Total droplet surface to volume area increases  clouds reflect more sunlight

 First suggested as a possible way to mitigate anthropogenic global warming by Latham 

(1990, Nature); also Slingo (1990)

Twomey (1974, 1977)



Key Processes for Experimental Investigation

Creation and injection of particles into 
the marine boundary layer

Dispersion of particles within the 
marine boundary layer

Microphysical responses of clouds 
upon ingestion of aerosols

Dynamical/macro-physical responses of 
clouds (turbulence, entrainment, cloud 
thickening/thinning)

Overall effect of the microphysical and 
dynamical responses on cloud radiative
properties

Generating 

controlled 

perturbation

Cloud 

response

Cloud Reflectivity 

and Feedbacks



Marine Cloud Brightening Experiment

Stage 0: Modeling and 
Laboratory Spray System 

R&D (complete)

Stage 1: Spray 
Development 

and Coastal Field 
Testing 

Stage 2: Ship-
Based Spray 

Dispersal Testing 
and Experiments 

Stage 3: Limited 
Area Field 

Experiment 

Comments

• Stage 0 – nearing completion; have some funding for modeling

• Stage 1 – have proposal but no funding 

• Stage 2 – reasonably straight-forward extension of Stage 1

• Stage 3 – “way out there”



 Need to decide if MCB is scientifically and technically possible 

=> NOT proposing deployment

 Largest technical risk is building a sprayer – rest of 

experiment is consistent with what we done before

 We need to start process experiments and process modeling 

NOW – we need 1-2 decades of research to determine how 

the processes work, whether they can be controlled, and 

whether global cooling is possible. 

 There are ethical and governance issues that require as much 

attention as the scientific experiment 

A few thoughts on MCB



Climate engineering in the US, 2016

Some funding for global 

modeling

No funding for experiments

Small group of engaged 

academics – little support

Exploring a wide range of 

issues but with little 

convergence so far

Multiple discussions going on in US, 

Germany, UK (government/NGO funding)

Tend to engage same group of people

What voices should be at the table?

What about research vs. deployment?



Thank you for 
your attention!


